Tumor size dependent changes in a murine fibrosarcoma: use of in vivo 31P NMR for non-invasive evaluation of tumor metabolic status.
Tumor tissue contains viable hypoxic regions that are radioresistant and often chemoresistant and may therefore be responsible for some treatment failures. A subject of general interest has been the development of non-invasive means of monitoring tissue oxygen. Pulse Fourier transform 31P NMR spectroscopy can be used to estimate intracellular nucleotide triphosphates (NTP), phosphocreatinine (PCr), inorganic phosphate (Pi) and pH. We have obtained 31P NMR spectra as an indirect estimate of tissue oxygen and metabolic status in a C3H mouse fibrosarcoma FSaII. Sequential spectra were studied during tumor growth in a cohort of animals and peak area ratios for several metabolites were computed digitally by computer. During growth, tumors showed a progressive loss of PCr with increasing Pi, and most tumors greater than 250 mm3 in volume had little or no measurable PCr. The smallest tumors (38 mm3 average volume) had PCr/Pi ratios of 1.03 +/- .24, whereas tumors 250 mm3 or more had an average PCr/Pi ratio of 0.15 +/- .04. Similarly derived NTP/Pi ratios decreased with tumor size, but this change was not significant (p = .17). Radiobiologic hypoxic cell fractions were estimated using the radiation dose required to control tumor in 50% of animals (TCD50) or by the lung colony technique. Tumors less than 100 mm3 had a hypoxic cell fraction of 4% (TCD50) while tumors 250 mm3 had a 40% hypoxic cell fraction (lung colony assay). These hypoxic fraction determinations correlated well with the depletion of PCr and decline in NTP/Pi ratios seen at 250 mm3 tumor volumes. Tumor spectral changes with acute ischemia were studied after ligation of the tumor bearing limb and were similar to changes seen with tumor growth. PCr was lost within 7 minutes, with concurrent increase in Pi and loss of NTP. Complete loss of all high energy phosphates occurred by 40 minutes of occlusion. In vivo tumor 31P NMR spectroscopy can be used to estimate tissue metabolic status and may be useful in non-invasive prediction of hypoxic cell fraction, reoxygenation, and radiation treatment response.